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It is always quite amazing (or is it) to see how people who are supposed to be 
conscious and awake and responsible (and thus able to See the Bigger Issues) still 
resist real Change and Transformation, and choose to try and maintain things as 
'secure and normal'. Real Courage always seems to be the one quality largely missing 
from so many people's lives. Lots of talk, fancy ideas and ideals, blaming outside forces 
for personal problems and weaknesses, and remaining stuck in safe 'mind-boxes' still 
governs so many people's lives, and makes them resist any real Change. As Gandhi 
said 'Without Courage there can be no true spirituality' and people should Think 
Seriously about this. It is the major reason why the so-called spiritual/new age 
movement fails in its greater task.  
 
So many people (including so-called liberal/spiritual/religious/new age(?)/etc people) do 
not want to comprehend that there is going to be two more Pandemic 'Waves' with all 
the resultant repercussions. Far bigger than the 1st Wave which was/is only 'a shot 
across the bows' (for humanity and all people). The 2nd Wave is 'going to hit amidships' 
(and hitting amidships is far more dramatic than simply a 'warning shot'). Never mind 
the 3rd Wave (which is finally aimed at 'sinking the old ship' and 'bringing humanity 
down to its knees'. Joan Baez has just written-sung a song re the present times called 
'Let Us Break Bread Together On Our Knees'). Very wise spiritual-human apt.  
 
This 2nd Wave (and much more to boot) will be activated by the coming (tomorrow) 
New Moon of Cancer with an Annual Solar Eclipse. The moon actually rules (the ego) 
of Cancer so this extra power of the moon (= the past/history/blood ties/fear/ignorant 
self-dead nationsstructive ego-rebellion/childish behaviour/retreating back to the dead 
past/human ego-earth disruptions/and so on) will bring out the worst in the human race. 
One aspect of this will be the resistance to the 2nd Wave and its natural repercussions, 
and thus a stubborn unwillingness to accept it and to go back into the required 
lockdown. Thus will the pandemic spread all over the place with its natural disease-
death consequences. Only when it becomes obvious that the human race and nations 
are now in very dire straights (and this from July 5 onwards - Cancer Full Sun-Moon 
with an Annular Lunar Eclipse) will nations/governments/people realise that IF they do 
not go back into lockdowns all hell will break loose. And the lockdowns carry Purpose. 
To force humanity back>forward into its deeper Thinking-Living self (and this for all 
humans).  
 
At the same time there are going to be various earth-eruptions from 'below' that will be 
realigning the energy/etheric grid of the Earth for this is not just a human but also a 
Planetary trans>formation equation. Cancer in fact rules the physical body of the earth 
and humanity. (It is only in Cancer that Energy/Consciousness/the divine Plan takes 



'gross physical incarnation'). Therefore the physical body of the earth is 
hit/moved/changed directly.  
 
Then we also have Jupiter-Pluto making its 2nd exact conjunction end June, and 
also Saturn moving back into Capricorn very beginning July, indicating directly the 
2nd major phase of collective initiation (= Capricorn) while Cancer itself governs 'mass 
consciousness, meaning the 'masses' (= the billions) will be impacted by all the above. 
Initiation always requires 'preparation for initiation' which implies self-discipline and self-
purification and self-transformation (collectively/nationally/personally) and thus the 2nd 
Wave of the Pandemic and the lockdowns (in order to 'lock/look-up and in'). In the 
Cancer Cycle we will 'see' (with the two eyes) what is really happening as the Energy 
Impacts the billions and not just the millions.  
As a result far more people will start to Surf the Waves and Enter the Mysteries, and 
also far far more will be swept back into the ocean of despair and of the past.and back 
into bygone history. 
 
The nations are about to be forced back 'on to/into themselves' and to cease from 
extending beyond themselves and interfering in other nations. This 'internalisation 
process' is connected to what is called the 1st initiation (the Second Birth). It is 
governed by Leo-Virgo, the signs connected to this initiation (Thus the Egyptian 
Sphinx). Thus the Birth Chart for the January 12 Conjunction had LEO Rising and the 
Capricorn conjunction in the 6th 'house' of VIRGO.  
We have to SEE with the ONE EYE if we want to SEE Correctly what is Really 
Happening at this TIME of the TURNING POINT of humanity and its evolution. Any 
other seeing will not suffice and only leads to illusion and fear and resistance and ego-
reactions and conspiracies. 
 
This is a DIVINE CONSPIRACY, planned by the Gods. Best to SURF THE WAVES and 
have FAITH AND TRUST in the Above.   
 


